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NOTE 
 
This manual contains guidelines for the Hydrology Bureau to provide a framework for 
evaluations.  Bureau procedures may deviate from those presented in this manual to 
address specific circumstances or incorporate new methods adopted by the agency.  
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SECTION 1 
BASIN ADMINISTRATION 

HYDROLOGIC ASSESSMENTS 
 

 
PURPOSE 
A large percentage of bureau assessments are performed to evaluate water rights 
applications for basin administration. The purpose of this manual is to provide guidelines 
for performing these investigations.  Evaluations may be performed to provide the 
following information: 
 

• drawdown and stream depletion due to a proposed well diversion; 
• drawdown due to existing water rights; 
• impact of drawdown on existing well completions; 
• potential to obtain the quantity of water sought; 
• water availability; 
• water quality; 
• and other information to support decision making.  

 
AVAILABLE BASIN GUIDELINES 
Basin guidelines provide general procedures for performing hydrologic investigations.  
However, due to the unique characteristics of each well application, guidelines must be 
used on a case-by-case basis.  Guidelines simply serve as a framework for making 
judgments on how to evaluate an application. Guidelines have been adopted for the 
following basins: 
 

• Southern High Plains Basins 
• Roswell Basin 
• Estancia Basin 
• Middle Rio Grande Basin 
• Southern Jornada del Muerto  
• Mesilla Valley 
• Tularosa 

 
GENERAL BASIN CHARACTERISTICS FOR GUIDELINE 
DEVELOPMENT 

• Hydrogeology is well understood 
• Mutual well interference is prevalent 
• Regional groundwater flow model has been adopted 
• Application processing occurs regularly 
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AVAILABLE NUMERICAL MODELS 
Groundwater models have been developed for the basins listed below.  Although the 
availability of a model may simplify assessments, you still need to verify whether the 
model is appropriate for use.   In addition, the Theis equation is often required to assess 
impacts on nearby well regardless of model availability.  
  

• Curry – Portales Basin Model 
• Lea County Basin Model 
• Roswell Basin Model 
• Estancia Basin Model 
• Middle Rio Grande Model 
• Southern Jornada Model 
• Mesilla Valley Model 
• Tularosa Model 
• Taos Model 
• Espanola Model 
• Pojoaque Model 
• Santa Fe Model 
• Carlsbad Basin Model 
• Silver City Model 
• Animas-Lordsburg Basin Model 
• Mora Model 
• Jal Basin Model 

 
REGIONAL ASSESSMENTS 

• Regional or basin wide assessments are typically described in basin guidelines.   
• Evaluates impact of all existing wells plus proposed well. 
• Goal is to compute drawdown on administrative block rather than specific wells. 
• Based on a 40-year planning period with a specified end date.   
• May be used to determine availability of unappropriated water based on average 

well completions.   
• Basin complexity, data inadequacy, low number of pending applications, or low 

regional declines may be reasons for the lack of a regional model.  
• Critical Management Areas (CMAs) are utilized for regional assessments. 

 
LOCAL ASSESSMENTS 

• Local assessments are performed to determine the drawdowns on the nearest 
wells of other ownership.   

• The Theis equation is typically applied but numerical models may also be used 
under certain conditions.   

• Assesses 40-year drawdown from date of application review. 
• Site-specific conditions taken into account such as aquifer properties, well 

completions, and well hydraulics. 
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR DECISION MAKERS 
 

Following local assessment guidelines precisely may result in unreasonable decisions for 
some applications. Bureau assessments may provide information or recommendations 
pertaining to the following: 
 

• validity of the water right of the affected well; 
• age of well relative to anticipated well life;  
• whether the well completion is reasonable in relation to other well completions in 

the vicinity of the application;  
• owners ability to deepen or replace a well to regain supply of acceptable   water 

quality;  
• administrative drawdown allowances; 
• conditional approval for an amount lower than requested to meet drawdown 

limits; 
• conditional approval based on the submittal of an acceptable monitoring and 

mitigation plan; and 
• other considerations the OSE may deem appropriate. 

 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE DRAWDOWN ALLOWANCE 

• Bureau assessments are performed to allow others to make decisions on whether 
to deny or grant a permit.   

• Assessments may provide measures that have been used previously for decision-
making.   

• Prohibiting any level of additional drawdown is not practical.  
• For this reason, basin guidelines typically include an administrative drawdown 

allowance.  
• Assessments may suggest an allowance by taking into consideration the limits 

adopted recently in other basins of similar character in addition to other factors.   
 

Administrative Drawdown Allowances (feet per 40-year planning period) 
 
BASIN Administrative Drawdown Allowance 
Mimbres 4 
Tularosa 2 
Middle Rio Grande 10 
Estancia 4 
Roswell 2 
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SECTION 2 
CALCULATION PROCEDURES  

LOCAL ASSESSMENTS 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
• Several strategies are provided below for instructional purposes only.   
• Every case has unique aspects that must be taken into account to select the 

appropriate method.   The methods required might be different from those 
presented below. 

• For each of the examples below, additional information beyond that presented 
below may require different methods than described in this session.   

• Some basins may have established policies that may be different from the 
approach presented in the examples. 

 
FACTORS 
 Type of application/information presented in application  
 Availability of basin guidelines/agency model 
 Hydrogeologic complexity/boundaries 
 Magnitude of proposed pumping. 
 Distance to nearest wells/ protestant wells. 
 Little data – keep it simple & use greater degree of conservatism.  

 
 
WORST CASE STRATEGY 

• Useful in areas with little information, or where the requested appropriation is 
anticipated to have minimal impact, or for a first cut computation. 

• If the greatest magnitude of impact is deemed acceptable in relation to available 
drawdown - no further work is necessary.   

• If impacts are excessive the reviewer may assess available information in more 
detail to arrive at a model deemed more appropriate.   

• This strategy is not applicable if firm modeling approach is apparent at the start of 
review. 

 
 
Example 1 

• A well is proposed (5 afy) within 200 feet of an existing domestic well 
(allowable drawdown of 30 feet).  

• Excessive drawdown is not anticipated given the low flow rate requested.  
• The reviewer makes a brief review of available information and finds that 

estimates of T for the area vary over a wide range.   
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Approach 
• The lowest T is selected as this will probably provide the greatest impact (not 

so for every situation, this depends on T and distance to well).     
• A drawdown of less than 10 feet is computed at the nearest well. 
• There should be no problem with excessive drawdown  since 10 feet is less 

than allowable drawdown.   
• There is no need to continue the drawdown evaluation. 
• If there is uncertainty about the lowest T being the most conservative, another 

set of aquifer parameters (like mid-range parameters) may be selected for a 
test run.   

 
Example 2 
Same example as above but with a higher flow rate (17.5 afy) resulting in a 35 foot 
drawdown under worst case assumptions.    
 
Approach 

• The estimated drawdown exceeds the allowable drawdown. 
• There are typically various degrees of conservatism.  
• Re-evaluate approach by examining the available data – try to obtain a more 

realistic set of parameters that are still on the conservative side.    
 
Example 3 

• A well is proposed in an area with complex geology.   
• Little information on aquifer properties and boundaries are available 
• The reviewer is uncertain whether to use Theis or to develop a numerical 

model.   
 
Approach 

• Assessments should always begin as simple as possible and progress in 
complexity in stages as the available data allows.   

• Start with Theis with worst-case assumptions (aquifer parameters and 
boundary conditions) to estimate the magnitude of impacts.   

• If the worst-case estimates do not create excessive drawdown further 
modeling is not required.    

• If the worst-case estimates cause excessive drawdown the reviewer should 
revisit the Theis run to determine if a more plausible run can be performed.   

• If excessive drawdown is determined from plausible run the reviewer will 
have to decide whether to continue to refine the modeling or to accept the 
results.   

• Numerical modeling should not be pursued unless data is sufficient to justify 
the approach. 
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Example 4 

• A proposed well (100 afy, 100 foot well depth) will be located near an 
intermittent stream near a small community in northern New Mexico.   

• The site is located in a narrow alluvial valley bounded by mountains.   
• Several domestic wells are within 1,000 feet of the proposed well and water levels 

have remained steady.   
• All wells are located in the valley and produce from alluvial sediments.  
• All wells are less than 80 feet deep and produce from sands and gravels. Clay 

zones are generally less than 5 feet thick.   
• Little data is available on aquifer parameters.   
• Water levels from well logs indicate shallow conditions.  

 
One Approach 
• Little data is available with small study area - use analytical models to perform 

local assessment. 
• Use Theis with two no-flow boundaries to calculate drawdown.  This is 

conservative, as it does not consider a river boundary. 
• We are unsure of aquifer-stream connection so to protect surface water rights: 

assume a connection and apply Glover-Balmer with a no-flow boundary.  This is 
conservative as it assumes an active fully penetrating stream.   By using the 
elevation of the water table and stream, it may be possible to verify aquifer-stream 
connection. 

• Select water table S of 0.10.  
• Based on the well logs and Trauger, select 10 ft/day for K.  
• Assume a saturated thickness of 80 feet to compute T.  
 
 

STRATEGY TO ASSESS SUPPLEMENTAL WELLS 
• The point of a supplemental well evaluation is to determine the additional 

impacts from the addition of a new supplemental well.   
• Supplemental well applications are sometimes difficult to process because of 

uncertainty pertaining to the existing and potential pumping distribution due 
to the new well.   

• Reviewers should use available  information to develop a reasonable pumping 
distribution.   

• If information is lacking, assuming a worst-case distribution (all diversion 
from the proposed supplemental well) may be appropriate.   

 
STEPS 

• Calculate drawdowns due to the existing pumping distribution.   
• Select new pumping distribution with additional supplemental well. 
• Calculate drawdowns due to the new pumping distribution.   
• Determine the difference in effects between the scenarios. 
• This difference is the net impact of the new supplemental well.  
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Example 1 
• A farmer has a primary well and files an application for a supplemental well 

due to decline in yield.   
• The casing size of the new supplemental well is adequate to provide the entire 

diversion permitted. 
 
Approach 

• Calculate impacts to the nearest wells assuming the entire appropriation is 
derived from the primary well.   

• Calculate the drawdown assuming the entire appropriation is derived from the 
supplemental well.  Find difference in effects between the first and second 
step.   

• This approach represents a worse case scenario because it is assumed that the 
entire appropriation is derived from the supplemental well.   

• The casing size is important to verify the ability of the supplemental well to 
produce the entire quantity.  Refer to Session I (Table 13.1 from Driscoll) to 
assess well yield capability based on casing size.   

 
Example 2 

• A farmer has three supplemental wells and files an application for a fourth 
well.   

• The new supplemental well is required for more efficient irrigation.   
• No information is available on the existing pumping distribution between the 

primary well and three supplemental wells.   
• The fourth supplemental well will move the pumping center towards an 

existing well. 
 

Approach 
• Calculate the impacts to the nearest wells assuming the appropriation is 

derived in equal proportions from the three existing supplemental wells and 
primary well.    

• Perform a worst-case scenario in which the entire diversion is derived from 
the proposed supplemental well.  

• Find difference in effects between scenarios.   
• If the estimated drawdown does not exceed the allowable drawdown no 

further evaluation may be required. 
• If the estimated drawdown exceeds the allowable drawdown - assess ability to 

produce entire quantity from the proposed well. 
• If it appears that the proposed well cannot produce the entire quantity - 

distribute the pumping equally to the five wells to estimate drawdown.     
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STRATEGY TO ASSESS CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION  
GROUND WATER TO GROUND WATER 
 

• The general approach is to estimate the impacts of the move-from well then 
estimate the impacts of the move-to well.   

• Only the consumptive use is available for transfer 
• The difference between these runs is the impact of the proposed transfer.  

Calculations are typically performed by assuming the full appropriation is 
diverted for a 40-year period from the move-from well.   

 
Example 1 

• An applicant proposes to transfer irrigation rights to a proposed well that will be 
used for subdivision supply purposes. 

• The new well will be located near a stream and an existing well. 
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STRATEGY TO ASSESS CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION  
SURFACE WATER TO GROUND WATER 
 

• Consumptive use associated with irrigation is available for transfer.  
• Transfer amount is reduced by the same percentage as the historical supply.   
• For transfers from irrigation to irrigation the farm delivery requirement may 

be diverted at the move-to well if hydrologic conditions (depth to water & 
geology) remain the same.   

• For these cases the diversion amount should be used to compute drawdown.   
• Stream impacts may be of concern in some cases if the move is leaping 

upstream over other surface water diversions that have a historical supply less 
than 100 %.   
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Example 1 – Transfer to increase well diversion 
• A surface water right for irrigation has been placed to beneficial use and is 

sold to a village which would like to increase well diversions.   
• The consumptive use associated with the surface water right is 100 afy.  The 

OSE has computed an 80 % historical supply.   
 

Approach 
• The diversion for transfer will be limited to 80 afy due to historical supply.   
• Calculate the drawdown at the move-to location using 80 afy.   
• Compare the drawdown with basin guidelines (if available) and estimates of 

allowable drawdown for nearby wells of other ownership. 
 
Example 2 – Transfer to offset stream depletion 

• A surface water right for irrigation has been placed to beneficial use and is 
sold to a village to offset stream impacts. 

• No increase in well diversion is proposed.   
• How much is available for transfer?   

  
Approach 
• No drawdown calculations are required because there will be no increase in 

well withdrawals.   
• Only the valid consumptive use of the move-from right is available for 

transfer.   
• Transfer amount may also be reduced if less than 100 % supply. 
 

STRATEGY TO ASSESS RETURN  FLOW PROPOSALS  
FOR RETURNS DIRECTLY TO A STREAM 
  
Example 1 -  Use of return flow to increase well diversion 

• A permit for a town allows well diversions to increase based on the submittal 
of a return flow plan acceptable to the OSE.   

• The town is allowed to divert and consume 100 afy.   
• The town submits a return flow plan demonstrating a return flow of 60 afy 

when 100 afy is diverted.  
• How much additional water may be pumped? 

 
Approach 
• Diversion (D) = 100 afy 
• Consumptive Use (CU) = 100 afy 
• Return Flow (RF) = 60 afy 
• Return Flow Fraction = RF/D = 60 afy/100afy = 0.60 
• Depletion Fraction = 1 – RFF = 1 – 0.60 = 0.40 
• New Diversion = CU/DF  = 100afy/.40 =250 afy 
• Local impairment caused by the increase in groundwater diversion must also 

be considered along with applicable basin guidelines. 
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Example 2 – Transfers involving permits with approved return flow credits 

• The Town in the above example files a permit to transfer 30 afy CU.   
• What will be the permitted diversion? 

 
Approach 

• CU = 100 + 30 = 130 afy 
• New Diversion = CU/DF  =  130/0.40  = 325 afy 
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SECTION 3 
ASSESSMENT OF DRAWDOWN ESTIMATES  

 
 

Drawdown Tolerances  
• How much water level decline may a well tolerate? 

 
• A lowering of the water level may result in uneconomical well operation 

(economic hardship). 
 

• A lowering of the water level may result in loss of the required production 
(physical hardship).   
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2. Water Column 

 
Water column - length of the well casing containing water that is currently above the base 
of the production zone.   

 
 
NOTE:  The definition of water column in WATERS is the difference between the total 
well depth and the water level.   This may not be the same as the definition above should 
be used. 
 
WATERS does not provide all of the necessary information required for well impact 
evaluations.  Use Well Records from water rights files. 
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Example 1 – Find the water column. 
 
Base of production zone – 350 ft    Depth to water – 193 ft 
 
Water column = 350 – 193 = 157 ft 
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Example 2 - Find the water column from the well record and compare to the water 
column in WATERS. 
 
Well record water column – 2 ft    
WATERS water column (see copy bottom of page– 25 ft) 
 
Use well record to compute water column. 

 
 

From WATERS 
                     WATER COLUMN REPORT 05/23/2006
                                E 03968      
               Depth   Depth   Water (in feet) 
   X        Y   Well   Water   Column              
                260     235       25 
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3. Total Drawdown 

 
Drawdown Components 

• Drawdown due to existing wells  
• Drawdown due to the proposed pumping  
• Self-induced drawdown as pumps are cycled on and off   
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Self-Induced Drawdown (Dynamic Drawdown) 
 

• Represents drawdown inside of casing 
• Represents fluctuating drawdown as pumps are cycled on and off 
• Use well efficiency to compute 
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4. Allowable Economic Drawdown (70 Percent Rule) 
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5. Allowable Physical Drawdown 
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6.   Lowest Practical Pumping Level (LPPL) 
 
Allowable Physical Drawdown  - Controlled by lowest practical pumping water level 
(LPPL)  
 
LPPL Depends On  

• Depth to water 
 
• Depth and thickness of water bearing zones 
 
• Yield of water bearing zones 
 
• Screen setting 
 
• Depth at which the pump is set 
 
• Pump characteristics  

 
• Other factors 

 
 
General Guidelines LPPL Selection Non-Domestic Wells 

• Depends on unique characteristics of each well 
 
• Where water levels are well above the screen - LPPL may be assumed at 20 to 30 

feet or more above the top of the well screen unless there is information to the 
contrary.   
 
 
 

      Example 1      LPPL must be above upper screen due to flow rate required                                            
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Example 2  LPPL may be above lower screen due to production capacity of lower 
zone 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Example 3   For some cases the depth to the perforations does not influence selection of 
LPPL. The depth to the top of the water bearing formation controls LPPL.  
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General Guidelines LPPL Selection  - Domestic Wells 
 

Where screen extends to bottom of well - LPPL is typically assumed to be 20 feet above 
the bottom of the well (case 1) unless a different value is supported such as case 2 where 
the water bearing zone controls LPPL.   For poor aquifers, it may be appropriate to 
assume 30 feet. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Procedures 
 

• Estimate the existing water column (WC).  
• Multiply WC by 0.70 to obtain allowable economic drawdown (AED). 
• Estimate drawdowns due to existing water rights (DE).  
• Estimate drawdowns due to proposed use (DP). 
• Estimate dynamic drawdown (DD).   
• Add results from steps 3 through 5 to obtain the total drawdown (DT).  
• Estimate LPPL in relation to base of water column 
• Subtract LPPL from water column to obtain allowable physical drawdown (APD) 
• Compare total drawdown (DT) with allowable economic drawdown (AED) and 

allowable physical drawdown (APD) 
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  Depth 

to Base  
 Water 

Column 
40-Year 

Drawdown
40-Year 

Drawdown
Dynamic    

  of 
Water 

Column 

Water 
Level  

2006 
(WC) 

From 
Existing  

From 
Proposed

 
Drawdown

Total 
Drawdown 

Allowable Drawdown

Well 
# 

Use bls (D) 2006 
(WL) 

 (WC= 
D - WL) 

Wells 
(DE) 

 Well (DP) (DD) (TD= DE 
+ DP + 

DD) 

Economic 
(AED) 

Physical 
(APD) 

           
Ex. 
1 

Dom. 150 50 100 40 10 10 60 70 80 
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  Depth 

to Base  
 Water 

Column 
40-Year 

Drawdown
40-Year 

Drawdown
Dynamic    

  of 
Water 

Column 

Water 
Level  

2006 
(WC) 

From 
Existing  

From 
Proposed

 
Drawdown

Total 
Drawdown

Allowable Drawdown

Well 
# 

Use bls (D) 2006 
(WL) 

 (WC= 
D - WL) 

Wells 
(DE) 

 Well (DP) (DD) (TD= DE 
+ DP + 

DD) 

Economic 
(AED) 

Physical 
(APD) 

Ex. 
2 

Irr. 400 60 340 40 20 40 100 238 230 
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  Depth 

to Base  
 Water 

Column 
40-Year 

Drawdown
40-Year 

Drawdown
Dynamic    

  of 
Water 

Column 

Water 
Level  

2006 
(WC) 

From 
Existing  

From 
Proposed

 
Drawdown

Total 
Drawdown

Allowable Drawdown

Well 
# 

Use bls (D) 2006 
(WL) 

 (WC= 
D - WL) 

Wells 
(DE) 

 Well (DP) (DD) (TD= DE 
+ DP + 

DD) 

Economic 
(AED) 

Physical 
(APD) 

Ex. 
3 

Irr. 170 50 120 80 50 10 140 84 100 
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SECTION 4 
WORK PRODUCT CHECKLIST FOR GROUNDWATER 

APPLICATION ASSESSMENTS 
 
Introduction 
 

• Type of application: change point of diversion and/or place or purpose of use, 
new appropriation, supplemental well, or application to deepen well. 

• Date application was filed 
• Well locations  -Township, Range, Section, Subsection 
• Geographic reference -  __ miles north of ____  
• Casing diameter 
• Well depth 
• Diversion rate 
• Consumptive use rate 
• Production aquifer 
• Proposed use 
• Information on the duration or rate of pumping 
• Whether return flow credit has been requested 
• Whether application is protested 
• Name of protestants 
• Cited reasons for protest 
• Water right file number of protestants 
• Protestant’s point of diversion & file numbers 

 
Hydrogeology and Well Information 
 

• Overview of geology 
• Geologic features relevant to calculation of well impacts. 
• Aquifer-stream connection. 
• Recharge/natural discharge 
• Aquifer properties 
• Unconfined/confined conditions 
• Well Information – file #, location, water right, use, total well depth, date 

measured, depth to water, well yield, 
• Water level declines 
• Water columns 
• Allowable drawdown 

 
Model Development 

• Purpose of model 
• Reason other models were not selected 
• Description and basis for boundaries, aquifer properties and other features for 

conceptual model 
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• Code 
• For numerical models – grid spacing, orientation, MODFLOW packages, 

calibration, sensitivity, pumping scenarios 
• Calculation procedures 

 
Results 

• If basin guidelines are available, provide results that address well impact limits 
• Forty-year drawdown on nearby wells & protestant wells 
• Rate of stream depletion due to application 
• Ability to obtain the quantity of water sought 
• Other issues raised by protestants 
• Other considerations – suggested conditions of approval, ability to deepen wells, 

water quality, return flow, historical supply, ability of move-from rights to offset 
application impacts, etc. 
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SECTION 5 
GUIDELINES FOR HYDROLOGY BUREAU REPORTS  

 
• Assessment must be consistent with the information presented on the application 

unless this information has been amended.  If information is lacking, state this in 
the assessment and provide the basis for your assumptions. 

 
• Keep assessments unbiased.  Let the facts guide the evaluation.  As the degree of 

uncertainty increases the degree of conservatism to protect existing water rights 
should also increase correspondingly.  Assessments should be reasonable while 
conservative. 

 
• For sites with minimal data, keep the assessment simple. 

 
• Only perform work you are qualified to perform. Include other staff to assess 

areas where your feel unqualified to perform.  Avoid conclusions pertaining to 
validity of water rights, impairment, water conservation, and public welfare.  
Your job is to address physical hydrological impacts/water availability. 

 
• Never conclude impairment.  This is a decision to be made by the water right 

division, hearing examiner, or state engineer.   
 

• Impacts may be related to whether estimated drawdowns exceed recommended 
allowable drawdown limits.   Although drawdowns may exceed the limits, this 
may not constitute impairment. 

 
• Documentation should be prepared with the intended audience in mind. Provide 

results upfront where appropriate. Prepare documentation so others may 
reproduce your evaluation in your absence.    

 
• For protested applications, prepare assessment documentation to ensure the 

hearing has a complete record.  Address specific issues raised by the applicant and 
protestant.  Documentation should be presented so it is understandable to 
everyone.  Make sure your work is coordinated with your attorney and water 
rights staff. 

 
• Provide information in the assessment documentation to support your 

calculations.  The basis for your T, S, and boundary conditions should be clearly 
stated.  Documentation should focus on supporting the conceptual model – avoid 
lengthy discussions on subjects like geology unless this information is necessary 
to support your work.  

 
• Make sure your documentation includes all the field data collected in the course 

of your evaluation and documentation is maintained in the appropriate files.  
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SECTION 6 
GUIDELINES FOR EXPERT WITNESSES 

HYDROLOGY BUREAU 
 
Hearing Preparation 
 
• Be prepared, you will do a better job as an expert witness.  It is important that you 

come across in a confident manner so your testimony will carry the weight it 
deserves.   

 
• Request adequate time to prepare your study. Take into account time required for 

internal reviews or other tasks that may arise. At any time, let your attorney know 
if you need additional time.   

 
• Finalize your work ahead of schedule. 
 
• Do not perform work you feel you are unqualified to perform.  Provide 

recommendations to the bureau chief or your attorney early on if other agency 
staff should be included to provide testimony. 

 
• In preparing exhibits, think about the exhibits that will help support your 

testimony. Using figures and diagrams can help communicate your message if 
they have been prepared with the audience in mind.  The hearing examiner or 
judge is your primary audience. 

 
• Study conclusions should be provided at the beginning of your report using 

bullets.   The bullets you prepare may be selected by the hearing examiner in the 
findings and recommendations. 

 
• If you need anything to support your testimony, make sure you have submitted 

this to your attorney by the date required. 
 

• Avoid using confusing graphs or diagrams.  If they are necessary make sure a 
clear written explanation accompanies the graph.   

 
• Prior to your first hearing, observe at least one hearing and pay particular 

attention to the manner in which questions are answered.  You can learn some 
excellent techniques by observing a seasoned witness. 

 
• If you feel uncertain about testifying, invite senior bureau staff to participate in a 

mock hearing to obtain feedback.   Consider the weak and strong points of your 
assessment, and the assessments of the other parties.  Have the group develop 
some challenging questions based on these considerations. 
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• Develop the questions you would like be asked along with your answers. If you 
have not done this before, ask for an example from the other staff members. 
Review your testimony before hand with your attorney and other agency 
witnesses.   Educate your attorney and other agency witnesses. 

 
• Tell your attorney how much time you will require for direct testimony. 

 
 
General Guidelines for Testifying 
 
• Only take what is necessary to the stand, be prepared to relinquish anything that 

you have with you.   
 
• Speak to the hearing examiner/judge as well as to the attorney. Maintain eye 

contact.  Pay particular attention to the hearing examiner or judge throughout your 
testimony.  If they appear to be bored or confused adjust your testimony.   You 
may want to ask for a break to discuss your observations with your attorney.      If 
the hearing examiner appears confused, ask your attorney to repeat certain 
questions so you can clarify your answers. 

 
• Speak slowly, clearly and loudly (project).   Don’t be defensive in answering 

questions.  Stay calm and don’t be emotional. During breaks, ask your attorney 
for feedback on how well you are doing as a witness. 

 
• Tell the truth and answer only those questions that you are qualified to answer.  

 
• Be specific when referring to or describing aspects of any exhibits when testifying 

so your description can be translated from the written transcript literally. 
 
 

Direct Testimony 
 

• Your direct testimony should summarize your evaluation and study results.  Try 
to keep your direct testimony as simple as possible but sufficient in scope to 
ensure that the record is complete.  Do not assume your report or other exhibits 
will be reviewed or understood by the hearing examiner or judge.  Make sure key 
points are clearly presented in your testimony. 

 
• Expand freely on your own attorney’s questions during direct testimony or 

redirect but do not ramble on. 
 
• If you misstate something during your direct testimony, correct this as soon as 

possible while you are testifying.  You can also correct your previous testimony 
during redirect. 
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Cross-Examination 
 

• Be responsive but don’t expand on questions from other attorneys during cross-
examination.     

 
• Don’t try to explain someone else’s work.  You may state whether the work of 

others is in agreement with yours, or not.    
 
• If you don’t understand a question, ask for clarification or for the question to be 

repeated or rephrased.    
 

• Do not respond to any question in an argumentative manner. Do not be a smart 
aleck.  Do not be defensive. 

 
• If you don’t know the answer say so. 

 
• The best answers on cross are usually short – yes, no, or I do not know.  However, 

be careful to answering questions that begin with “Would you say…” or “Is it 
true…”.  Take your time to think about your response.  It is often best to answer 
these questions in your own words rather than replying yes or no. 

 
• You control the pace of your testimony.  Take the time you need. Do not lose 

your composure.  If you need a break ask the attorney or the hearing examiner for 
a recess. If you are interrupted during cross-examination, finish answering the 
question during redirect. 

 
• If you misstate something during your cross-examination, you may correct or 

clarify your answers during redirect. 
 

Other Comments 
 

• Hearings are a formal matter.  Dress appropriately and treat everyone cordially. 
 
• When you are not testifying, behave in an impartial manner. Do not give the 

impression that you are siding with one of the parties.    It is best to refrain from 
discussions with either of the opposing parties during breaks.  Do not initiate 
discussions with the hearing examiner, judge, or other opposing experts or 
participants.  The public is observing your actions and expects a fair hearing. 

  
• When listening to testimony, keep a straight face.  No not roll your eyes or make 

other expressions or movements that may give away your thoughts about a 
statement.   
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• Make note of questions for cross-examination of the witness.  Your attorney will 
decide whether to ask these questions. 

 
• Refrain from talking while the hearing is being conducted. If you need to 

communicate with your attorney or other agency experts, pass them a note. 
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SECTION 7 
 RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES FOR HISTORICAL 

SUPPLY STUDIES 
 
Introduction 
Historical surface water supply estimates are used by the OSE to determine the portion of 
a permitted surface water diversion that is potentially available for transfer. The OSE 
began making historical supply estimates in the 1960’s because it was probably 
recognized that irrigation demands exceeded available supply in a number of stream 
systems.  Within these water-short systems, approval of the entire permitted amount for 
transfer would create an additional depletion upon the stream system. To prevent 
additional stream depletion, estimates of historical supply were used to constrain the 
amount available for transfer.   
 
 Based on available OSE documents, upper management in the OSE expressed concern 
on the use of the procedures in 1992.   The following concerns were expressed: 

1. Procedures ran counter to those required for priority administration. 
2. Procedures may be outdated and inaccurate. 
3. The procedures were not uniformly applied and are arbitrary and 

capricious. 
4. Data were typically inadequate and produced biased results. 

  
Technical options were considered in 1992 but a superior method could not be identified.  
 
In applying historical supply estimates it is important to keep in mind that placement of 
water to beneficial use defines a water right. Historical supply estimations appear to serve 
as a substitute for assessing beneficial use when historical use is not well defined.  The 
use of supply estimates for determining transfer amounts assumes the irrigator used the 
entire available amount up to their permitted water right.  If this is not the case, 
information on the portion of the right placed to beneficial use may be more appropriate 
to apply.     
 
General Procedures  
Data availability influences the procedures for a specific problem.  General procedures 
include: 

1. If available, USGS stream flow data are used for the period of record to obtain 
average monthly flows during the irrigation season. Some adjustment may be 
necessary to obtain the surface water flows at the point of diversion, or to account 
for return flows that become available to downstream users in the system within a 
short time. 

2. The monthly discharges may be multiplied by a factor such as 0.70 to obtain the 
amount available for diversion.  This adjustment may be necessary for constructed 
diversion works because water must remain in the stream to provide sufficient 
head for delivery of the irrigation requirement.  This correction may not be 
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necessary for diversions with no constructed works with a set elevation for the 
intake structure. 

3. Monthly Project Diversion Requirements (PDR) are estimated to obtain total 
annual demand.  These estimates may be available from agency documents such 
as hydrographic surveys. 

4. Total annual water shortage is calculated as PDR – amount available for 
diversion.  Monthly shortages are computed for each year of available record. The 
monthly shortages are summed for each year to obtain the total annual shortage 

5. The total annual shortage is divided by total demand to obtain the percent 
shortage for each year of record.   

6. Total annual percent shortages are averaged. 
7. Average percent historical supply = 100% - average percent shortage. 
8. The amount that may be available for transfer = permitted acreage (acres) x CIR x 

percent historical supply. 
9. Adjustments to this estimate may be necessary based on the acreage historically 

irrigated. 
 
Estimation of Monthly Stream Flows 
Data from the USGS stream-gauging network is used to estimate monthly stream flow 
where available.   The point of diversion is typically some distance away from the gauge 
so adjustments may be necessary.  These adjustments may be based on seepage surveys, 
drainage area comparisons, stream routing assessments, or professional judgment. 
 
Drainages lacking stream gauging may be assessed by obtaining stream flow data for a 
nearby stream or a stream with similar characteristics.  These values may be adjusted 
based on a comparison of basin conditions.  
 
Until recently, historical supply studies assumed shortages would be shared equally 
among all users along a reach. While this may be a standard field practice in some areas, 
active water resource management based on priority administration may come about in 
the future.  Under priority administration, the actual flow at a certain location would be 
different if priorities were not considered.  Performing supply studies based on priorities 
also has the advantage that the supply is estimated by assuming water rights are exercised 
fully.   This method acknowledges that although we have observed a certain average flow 
in the past, this flow will likely be different under priority administration and the full 
exercise of existing water rights.  However, including priorities in historical supply 
calculations may not be feasible due to the effort required and data limitations. Resent 
studies by Musharrafieh and Cuddy have been performed by  taking priorities into 
account.   
 
Estimation of Irrigation Demand 
Hydrographic surveys are typically used to obtain irrigated acreages where available. If 
courts set an acreage, which differs, from the survey acreages, the court acreages should  
be applied.  The acreages obtained from these sources represent the potential acreage that 
could be irrigated, but may not reflect the actual amount of water that has been 
continually placed to beneficial use. 
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Other field surveys may be used if an official hydrographic survey has not been 
conducted.  At one time, the agency had unpublished field inspection sheets for the 
period around 1977 for many areas of the state.  Agricultural statistic reports from New 
Mexico State University or OSE water use reports may also be used.  Unfortunately, 
these reports provide countywide acreages rather than acreages within a specific basin. 
The Federal Government has performed hydrographic surveys for some parts of the State, 
especially where Tribal or Pueblo lands are found.   
 
The procedures to compute irrigation demand are provided in the five-year water use 
accounting technical reports prepared by Brian Wilson and others.  The factors needed 
for the calculation include CIR, on-farm efficiency and conveyance efficiency.  In some 
areas, CIR and FDR have been settled by the court.  In the absence of a court 
determination, the agency has used the Modified Blaney-Criddle method to calculate 
CIR. It should be noted that the crop coefficients used in CIR calculation are based on 
measurements from well-watered healthy crops.  Site-specific farm efficiency and 
conveyance efficiency values are occasionally available. More frequently, standard 
values for types of irrigation and types of conveyance are used.  The water use reports by 
Brian Wilson provide values of CIR and FDR, and estimates of farm efficiency and 
conveyance efficiency for a variety of irrigation systems. 
 
Use of Available Historical Supply Estimates 
 
Although an estimate may be available for a stream of interest, staff should not 
automatically assume this value is appropriate to use.  Some of the estimates may have 
limited or no technical basis.  Although a stream may have been assumed to have a 100 
% supply in the past, field observations of a lack of sufficient flow should justify re-
evaluation.   A summary of historical supply studies is under development. 
 
Water rights transfer methods should be evaluated with respect to today’s water 
management objectives.  Historical supply procedures were developed decades ago and 
many have not been kept up to date.  The continued use of some of these estimates may 
not support current river management practices or agency objectives as well as they 
should.   To process pending applications, past historical supply results should be 
scrutinized to prevent impairment and achieve interstate delivery requirements.  As with 
well impact assessments, as calculation uncertainty increases the degree of conservatism 
applied should also increase accordingly.   It would seem that the same practice should be 
followed by the OSE in the estimation of historical supply.  
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SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL WATER SUPPLY STUDIES -DRAFT 

 
 NOTE – IN PROGRESS DRAFT - ALL VALUES NEED 
VERIFICATION     

  # NAME OF SURFACE WATER SOURCE INVESTIGATOR DATE  Supply 
ACRES 
IRRAGATED 

1 Acequa El Llano de Abeyta M. B. Compton July-73 31.00%   
2 Acequa de los Vigiles (Vigiles Ditch) A. Cuddy January 1, 2007 88.20% 587.4 
3 Alamosa Creek J. R. A.  June-69 100.00% 879.0 
4 Animas River near Aztec D. Quintana December-87     
5 Arroyo Seco D. N. Stone October-85 84.00% 1838.0 
6 Bluewater-Toltec Irr. Dist. E. A.Enyart December-62 26.00% 3974.0 
7 Cabresto Creek Near Questa D. Quintana December-87     
8 El Rito     70.00% 2519.0 
9 Galisteo River M. B. Compton March-77 84.00%   

  Gallinas River A. Cuddy October-06 46.00% 1330.0 
10 Gila River Near Cliff D. Quintana December-87     
11 Gila River Near Red Rock D. Quintana December-87    
12 Gila River Above Virden D. Quintana December-87     

13 Jemez River below East Fork 
G. Musharrafieh, L. 
Logan May 2, 2005 70.00%   

14 Jemez River below East Fork D. Lopez December-87     
15 Jemez River D. A. Esparza November-85 93.00%   
16 La Plata River Above Farmington D. Quintana December-87     
17 Lama Canyon/Tribute to Red River J. K. Couzen March-74       >  5% 238.0 
18 Mimbres River   September-71 78.00% 2359.0 
19 Mimbres River near Mimbres D. Quintana December-87     
20 Mimbres River below Goforth Ditch D. Quintana December-87     
21 Mimbres River Near Faywood D. Quintana December-87     
22 Mora River at Mora Valley M. Chudnoff December-91 93.80%   
23 Mora River  J. B. Nixon  February-74     
24 Nambe - Pojoaque - Tesuque J. B. Nixon  June-80 80.00% 2832.0 
25 Ojo Caliente River P. Barroll May-97 68.10% 778.0 
2.6 Ojo Caliente River J. B. Nixon  November-78 68.00%   
27 Red River Above Red River D. Quintana December-87     
28 Red River Near Questa D. Quintana December-87     
29 Rio Chama M. B. Compton March-73 92.00%   
30 Rio Chiquito near Talpa D. Lopez December-87     
31 Rio Chiquito J. K. Couzen April-74 65.00%   
32 Rio Chupadero P. Barroll August-94 79.40%   
33 Rio Chupadero J. L. Williams May-69    > 100%   
34 Rio Fernando de Taos near Taos D. Lopez December-87     
35 Rio Fernando de Taos  J. K. Couzen April-74 54.00% 932.3 
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36 Rio Grande del Rancho near Ranchos de Taos D. Lopez December-87     
37 Rio Grande del Rancho J. K. Couzen April-74 80.00% 2306.7 
38 Rio Guadalupe Above Jemez D. Lopez December-87     
39 Rio Hondo Below Diamond A J. K. Couzen December-86 19.50% 2412.0 
40 Rio Hondo Near Valdez D. Quintana December-87     
41 Rio Hondo Near Hondo D. Quintana December-87     
42 Rio Hondo L. D. O'Dell July-82 86.00% 2945.0 
43 Rio Jemez near Jemez D. Quintana December-87     
44 Rio Lucero near Taos D. Quintana December-87     
45 Rio Lucero E. Pacheco November-91     
46 Rio Lucero D. N. Stone October-85 84.00% 2156.0 
47 Rio En Medio P. Barroll August-94 98.70%   
48 Rio En Medio J. L. Williams May-69 100.00%   
49 Rio Ojo Caliente P. Barroll July-99 63.00%   
50 Rio Pueblo de Taos Near Taos D. Lopez December-87     
51 Rio Pueblo de Taos J. K. Couzen March-74 95.00% 1338.6 
52 Rio Ruidoso below Hollywood D. Quintana December-87     
53 Rio de Truchas         
54 Santa Cruz Irr. Dist.     100.00%   
55 Santa Cruz River Outside District     75.00%   
56 San Francisco River Near Reserve D. Quintana December-87     
57 Tierra Amarilla Creek R. O. Tapia August-77 95.00% 1680.0 
58 Whitewater Creek Near Mogollon D. Quintana December-87     
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SECTION 8 
GUIDELINES FOR THE REVIEW OF SUBDIVISION 

REPORTS 
 HYDROLOGY BUREAU 

 
Purpose 
The OSE is required by statute to review subdivision proposals submitted by the counties.  
The primary purpose of Hydrology’s review is to ensure that the geohydrologic 
information and potential modeling results are completed in a manner acceptable to the 
OSE Water Use and Conservation Bureau (Water Use).  Water Use is generally seeking 
assistance in situations where there are complex geological data (Sacramento and Sandia 
Mountains for example), there are known water right protests, or there are other unusual 
characteristics associated with the proposal.  
 
Review Process 
The review process begins by the submittal of the proposal to Water Use from the county. 
All subdivider work products must come through the county to Water Use.  Water Use  is 
responsible for reviewing and issuing the final opinion on the proposal. Water Use may 
request review assistance from the Hydrology Bureau. These requests should come 
through the Hydrology Bureau Chief to the reviewer.    
 
The statutes allow a 30-day review period but Water Use may not submit the proposal 
immediately to Hydrology.  Water Use will perform an initial review and should forward 
to Hydrology as soon possible. Make sure you know when Water Use needs your review. 
 
Once you have received a submittal, make sure you understand the points Water Use is 
especially concerned with.  They may only need your assessment of an aquifer test and 
not the entire study.  Water Use should handle issues that are not hydrogeologic in nature 
such as water right and water conservation issues.   
 
If a full review is required: 
 

• Determine whether the submittal contains information requirements presented in 
the county regulations as related to geohydrology. 

 
• Determine whether the subdivider’s geohydrologic assessment has been 

performed in a manner acceptable to the OSE.  
 

• Determine whether the subdivider has submitted adequate demonstration of water 
availability.  

 
• Submit your review to Water Use and they will issue the official reply to the 

county. 
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Other Considerations 
It is the subdivider’s burden to provide the information and assessment required by the 
county.  The OSE’s burden is to review this work.  Make sure you are not performing 
work that the subdivider is required to perform. 
 
Staff should avoid discussion with the subdivider’s consultant unless Water Use has 
requested your attendance to a meeting with the consultant.   Do not give out details of 
your assessment to the consultant or county unless Water Use has made this request.  All 
outside correspondence with the OSE should come through Water Use.  If there is 
communication with the subdivider or their representatives, inform the appropriate 
contact person at Water Use. 

 
County regulations will require developers to demonstrate water availability for duration 
such as 40, 70, or 100 years.  OSE reviews should assess whether the subdivision wells 
can sustain the required volume for the duration required.  The procedures for assessing 
well applications (predicted drawdown vs. allowable drawdown) may be applied.  It is 
Water Use’s policy that in those instances where a County’s regulations do not have a 
prescribed time period that a 40-year assessment must be completed. 
 
Take caution if the subdivider is proposing a community water supply well which has yet 
to be drilled.  It may be appropriate to state than an opinion on whether the well can 
provide the quantity of water required cannot be made unless the subdivider has 
completed and tested the well.   
 
For subdivisions proposing domestic wells review the proposal to ensure the disclosure 
statements pertaining to recommended well depths and yields are correct.  Take the view 
that if you were a prospective land purchaser, what information would you like to know 
about the water supply. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 AGENCY CONTACTS 

 
 
GROUNDWATER BASIN ADMINISTRATORS 
WATER RIGHTS DIVISION 
 
District 1 (Albuquerque): 
District 1 has the following Group Supervisors: 
 
    Elizabeth Cervantes 
    Wayne Canon 
    Nancy Cunningham 
 
Applications are distributed among the groups equally.  Basins administered include the: Middle 
Rio Grande, Estancia, Gallup, and Bluewater basins.  
   
Model Operations:  
MRG Model - David Anderson 
Estancia Model - Joey Fields   
 
District 2 (Roswell): 
District 2 has two Area Supervisors: Ken Fresquez and Frank Bradley.  Ken Fresquez is the Area 
Supervisor responsible for supervision of the main-stem Pecos River Basins.  The following 
basins and staff are under Ken:  
  
Roswell Basin  - Brent Ellington, John Stewart, Robert Gallegos, Alvaro Alvarado 
Carlsbad Basin - Tim Williams  
Hondo Basin  - Juan Hernandez 
 
Frank Bradley is the Area Supervisor responsible for document review and supervision of the 
High Plains Basins and Pecos tributary basins. The following basins and staff are under Frank: 
                      
Lea County  Andy Morely, Rebecca Melindez, Alvaro Alavardo, 
Curry County  Mike Barajas 
Portales  Jerold Welton 
Causey Lingo Basin Jerold Welton, Mike Barajas 
Capitan Basin  Andy Morely, Rebecca Melendez, Alvaro Alavardo 
Jal Basin  Andy Morely, Rebecca Melindez, Alvaro Alavardo 
Ft. Sumner   Andy Morley, Rebecca Melindez, Alvaro Alavardo 
Penasco Basin  Andy Morley, Rebecca Melindez, Alvaro Alavardo 
 
Model Operations 
Roswell Basin Model  Ken Fresquez, Brent Ellington, John Stewart 
 
 
District 3 (Deming): 
District 3 has the following Basin Managers: 
 
Gila-San Francisco      Martin McMillan 
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San Simon                   Martin McMillan 
Virden Valley                Lloyd Valentine 
Mimbres                       Tom Whatley 
 
District 3 (continued): 
Playas                          Tom Whatley 
Mt. Riley                       Tom Whatley 
Nutt-Hockett                 Moses Montellano 
Animas                         Haddy Phillips 
Lordsburg                     John Mora 
Hachita                         John Mora 
Cloverdale                    Jennifer Galindo 
Yaqui                            Jennifer Galindo 
  
 
District 4 (Las Cruces): 
District 4 has the following Basin Supervisors: 
 
Lower Rio Grande Erek Fuchs 
Hot Springs   Erek Fuchs 
Las Animas Creek  Erek Fuchs 
Tularosa   Andrea Mendoza 
Hueco    Andrea Mendoza 
Salt    Andrea  Mendoza  
 
Model operations  
Tularosa & Hueco Andrea  Mendoza 
Mesilla   Erek Fuchs 
 
 
District 5 (Aztec): 
San Juan Basin  Bill Enenbach 
 
 
District 6 (Santa Fe): 
District 6 has the following Basin Supervisors: 
 
Clayton Basin   Frank Scott 
Canadian River Basin   Bruce Richardson 
Tucumcari Basin  Jerri Trujillo 
Upper Pecos Basin  Jerri Trujillo 
Pojoaque Basin (NPT)   Vince Chavez 
Upper Rio Grande Basin  Mary Young 
 
Model Operations 
Taos Model    Mary Young 
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SELECTED BUREAU CONTACTS 
GROUND WATER BASINS 

Animas Basin      Mike Johnson, Doug Rappuhn 

Bluewater Basin     Mike Johnson, Eric Keyes, Laura Petronis 

Carlsbad Basin     Peggy Barroll 

Causey-Lingo Basin    Ghassan Musharrafieh 

Clayton Basin     Alan Cuddy 

Curry Co. Basin     Ghassan Musharrafieh 

Espanola basin     Jack Frost, Peggy Barroll 

Estancia basin     Eric Keyes, Jack Frost 

Gallup Basin      Mike Johnson, Eric Keyes  

Hondo Basin      Susan Hoines, Doug Rappuhn 

Hot Springs Basin    Peggy Barroll, Laura Petronis 

Hueco Basin     Mike Johnson   

Jal Basin      Susan Hoines   

Lea Co. Basin      Ghassan Musharrafieh   

Lower Rio Grande Basin    Peggy Barroll, Mike Johnson   

Lordsburg Basin     Mike Johnson, Doug Rappuhn   

Middle Rio Grande Basin (Albq)   Peggy Barroll, Ghassan Musharrafieh  

Mimbres Basin     Alan Cuddy, Mike Johnson 

Nutt-Hockett Basin    Mike Johnson, Laura Petronis  

Portales Basin     Ghassan Musharrafieh   

Roswell Basin     Eric Keyes, Peggy Barroll    

Sandia Basin      Jack Frost   

San Juan Basin     Eric Keyes, Mike Johnson 

Tucumcari Basin    Carl Albury   

Tularosa Basin     Eric Keyes, Doug Rappuhn  

Upper Pecos (Las Vegas)   Jack Frost, Alan Cuddy 

Upper Rio Grande Basin (Taos)   Peggy Barroll   

 

NOTE:  List does not reflect all staff familiar with these basins.
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SELECTED BUREAU CONTACTS  

SUBJECTS 
 

Active Water Resource Management Peggy Barroll, Mike Johnson  

Aquifer Tests      Jack Frost, Doug Rappuhn 

Data Retrieval     Alan Cuddy, Susan Hoines, Maggie Porter 

Data Management/Manipulation  Maggie Porter, Peggy Barroll, Eric Keyes 

Document Search     LaNelle Haught, Samantha Abeyta 

Geology      Mike Johnson, Jack Frost, Doug Rappuhn 

Geophysical Logging     Jack Frost, Doug Rappuhn 

GIS       Maggie Porter, Eric Keyes, Carl Albury 

Historical Supply     Ghassan M., Peggy Barroll, Alan Cuddy 

Irrigation Requirements    Ghassan Musharrafieh, Peggy Barroll 

Interstate Stream Compacts    Peggy Barroll 

Modeling      Peggy Barroll, Eric Keyes, Ghassan M. 

Policy/Rules/Basin Guidelines   Mike Johnson 

Programming      Ghassan Musharrafieh, Eric Keyes 

Return Flow      Ghassan Musharrafieh, Susan Hoines 

Surface Water Gauging    Jack Frost 

Surface Water Modeling   Peggy Barroll, Eric Keyes, Ghassan M. 

Unsaturated Flow    Ghassan Musharrafieh 

Water Quality      Susan Hoines, Ghassan Musharrafieh 

Water Level Measurements    Doug Rappuhn  

Well Drilling     Doug Rappuhn, Jack Frost 

 
 
 

NOTE:  List does not reflect all staff familiar with these subjects.
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SELECTED BUREAU CONTACTS 
OSE MODELS 

 
 
Animas-Lordsburg Basin Model  Mike Johnson 

Carlsbad Basin Model    Peggy Barroll 

Curry – Portales Basin Model   Ghassan Mussharafieh  

Espanola Model     Peggy Barroll 

Estancia Basin Model    Eric Keyes, Jack Frost 

Hueco Model     Mike Johnson 

Jornada Model     Mike Johnson 

Lea County Basin Model    Ghassan Mussharafieh 

Mesilla Valley Model    Peggy Barroll 

Middle Rio Grande Model   Peggy Barroll, Ghassan Mussharafieh 

Mimbres Model    Alan Cuddy 

Pojoaque Model     Ghassan Mussharafieh 

Roswell Basin Model     Eric Keyes 

Santa Fe Model     Peggy Barroll, Andy Core 

Silver City Model     Mike Johnson 

Taos Model      Peggy Barroll, Peter Burck 

Tularosa Model     Eric Keyes 

 

NOTE:  List does not reflect all staff familiar with these models.
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SELECTED AGENCY CONTACTS 
RULES, REGULATIONS & STATUTES 

 
 
Active Water Resource Management Peggy Barroll, Hydrology Bureau 
 Mike Johnson, Hydrology Bureau 
 
Aquifer Storage and Recovery Rules  Paul Wells, Water Rights Division; 

Eric Keyes, Hydrology Bureau 
 

Dam Construction & Safety    Elaine Pacheco, Dam Safety Bureau 
 
Domestic Well Rules     Paul Wells, Water Rights Division;  

Mike Johnson, Hydrology Bureau  
 
Ground Water Rules    Paul Wells, Water Rights Division; 

Mike Johnson, Hydrology Bureau 
 

Mining/OCD Regulations   Andy Core, Hearing Unit  
Mike Johnson, Hydrology Bureau 

 
New Mexico Statutes     Victor Kovach, Hearing Unit 
 
Subdivision Act  John Longworth, Water Use and 

Conservation Bureau 
 
Surface Water Rules     Paul Wells, Water Rights Division 
 
Water Planning Statute John Longworth, Water Use and 

Conservation Bureau 
 
Water Quality Regulations    Susan Hoines, Hydrology Bureau 
 
Well Drilling Rules  Doug Rappuhn, Hydrology Bureau; 

Paul Wells, Water Rights Division 
 
 
 

NOTE:  List does not reflect all staff familiar with these subjects.
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ATTACHMENT 2 
WATER RIGHT APPLICATION STATUTES 

GROUND WATER 
 
 
STATUTE 
 
72-12-1  Applications for livestock watering, domestic, and temporary uses of 

water, publication of notice not required. 
 
72-12-3  Application for new groundwater appropriations, publication of notice 

required. 
 
72-12-7  Change location of well and/or place or purpose of use. 
 
72-12-22 Emergency replacement well within 100 feet. 
 
72-12-23  Emergency replacement well over 100 feet from original well. 
 
72-12-24  Supplemental well. 
 
72-12-26  Proposal to drill well into aquifer containing non-potable water at a depth 

of twenty-five hundred or more. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
CONVERSION FACTORS 

 

1 ac-ft = 43,560 cubic feet 

1 ac-ft = 325,851 gallons 

1 af/yr = 0.62 gpm 

1 af/yr @ 60% production = 1.03 gpm  

1 cubic foot = 7.48 gallons 

1 cfs = 448.83 gpm 

1 cfs =0.6463 MGD 

1 cfs = 723.94 af/yr 

1 gpm = 1440 gallons per day 

1 gpm = 0.002228 cfs 

1 gpm = 1.61 af/yr 

1 MGD = 1.55 cfs 

1 MGD = 1,122.11 afy 

1 square mile = 640 acres 
 


